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5 DAY TOXIN FREE 

CHALLENGE 
 

WELCOME to the Toxin-free party! 

 

Let's think of the next 5 days as a time to clean some things up in your life. You've 

probably heard all the talk about toxins in our world over the last few years. It's a 

big topic, for a good reason. We're currently living in a world of toxic overload 

that is leading to chronic illness for so many.   

 

Over the next 5 days, we're going to explore a few of the main places toxins are 

coming from and what you can do about it. This does not mean you have to 

live in a bubble.  Actually, it means you'll know where toxins are coming from so 

you can replace them with other products that are free of toxins. Then you can 

continue having your fun, rather than feeling locked up with no place to go.  

 

Let's forget the chaos and slow down a notch. No overwhelm, no stress, no 

pressure. Just taking it easy, day by day, making changes to start thriving in your 

life while removing toxins from your life.  

 

In this 5-day challenge, we are going to explore: 

✓ 5 ways toxins are affecting your health 

✓ 5 things to stop using to reduce toxic load 

✓ 3 tools to remove toxins from your body 
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I invite you to experiment and document your journey using the guide as your 

workbook. Begin to develop your own personal detox plan.  Each day we will 

learn about something that has toxins and you can choose to include or 

exclude that item from your daily routine.   

 

GETTING STARTED 
 

This Toxin-free Challenge is designed to help you understand which things you 

may be using on a normal basis that contain toxins. It will also help you realize 

which of these toxin containing products may be causing any chronic illnesses 

that you are currently experiencing. 

 

To make this easy, choose one item to change out from each category below.  

Over time, you can replace them all, but for now, let’s make this easy without 

stress and overwhelm!  You may be able to find these products at your local 

health food store (where they are likely less expensive!).  Just in case you can’t, 

handy links to Amazon are included! If you cannot find these brands, ask for 

suggestions at your local health food store.  

 

Your goal for the next 5 days is to replace some of your current items with ones 

that are toxin-free, while you learn about the harm they are causing.  
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DAY 1: DITCH THE 

HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS 
 

WHY DO YOU NEED TO DITCH HOUSEHOLD 

CLEANERS? 
 

Ditch the household cleaners to protect yourself from potential illness. Household 

cleaners are not what they once were, made of all-natural ingredients. Instead, 

they are made of a multitude of harmful chemicals that are linked to cancer, 

asthma, developmental and reproductive harm. Cleaning products can release 

a high amount of chemicals into the air. Many ingredients may not seem so 

harmful because we've become so used to using these things in our normal lives, 

but there are quite a few we should stay away from including fragrances. EWG 

(Environmental Working Group) has tested 21 commonly used cleaning 

products and found that they emitted more than 450 chemicals into the air.  

 

1.Stop using cleaning products that include ammonia or chlorine bleach. They 

are highly toxic. When these chemicals are accidentally mixed together, they 

create dangerous chloramine gas.   

 

2. Get rid of toilet cleaners, oven cleaners or heavy-duty degreasers containing 

hydrochloric acid, phosphoric acid, sodium or potassium hydroxide, or 

ethanolamines. 

These chemicals can cause skin burns, blindness and lung irritation.  
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3. Toss the air fresheners in the garbage.  

Avoid scented cleaning or laundry products that don't provide fragrance 

ingredients on their label too. These products are known to trigger allergies and 

may contain endocrine disruptors, known as phthalates. 

 

4. Avoid products made with triclosan.  

Triclosan is an antimicrobial that has been linked to allergies and disruption of 

thyroid function.  

 

DAY 1: TOXIN CHECK 
 

Action Steps: 

1. Check out the cleaning products you currently have in your home. Browse 

through the ingredients and see if any of the elements listed above are on 

the labels. Consider setting these cleaners aside for the next 5 days while 

taking part in this Toxin-free Challenge. 

2. Use this tool provided by EWG to find how your products rate on a toxic 

level. ewg.org/guides/cleaners 

3. Instead of purchasing new products, think about ways you can use 

natural ingredients you may already have around your home including 

vinegar, baking soda and lemons.  
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DAY 2: CLEAN UP THAT 

KITCHEN 
 

WHAT TOXINS ARE LURKING AROUND IN 

YOUR KITCHEN? 
 

No, we're not talking about food, YET. You probably already have an idea 

about the toxins in our food, water and air, but there are some others lurking 

around in places you never imagined. Let's learn a bit below. Toxins are not 

limited to these mentioned, but they're a place to start. 

 

1. Chloramine??? 

Your tap water is not clean. Municipal water suppliers add chlorine or 

chloramine, chlorine plus ammonia, to disinfect water. Hmmm which 

sounds better? Chloramine irritates the respiratory system and is known to 

cause asthma in its vapor form. It is also corrosive and can leach lead 

from the pipes it's coming through.  

 

2. Dioxin 

You know those handy paper towels you use to clean up the messes, 

whether it’s your kid or spouse or pets? They contain dioxin which is found 

in paper towels and napkins that have been bleached using a chlorine 

process. It is one of the most toxic chemicals known and is formed as a 

by-product from the paper bleaching process. And it's in our paper towels 

and napkins! 

 

3. Perfluorinated Compounds (PFCs) 

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
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Those nonstick pots and pans that you love, have a little something extra 

that you're not going to love. PFCs are endocrine disruptors that have 

been linked to reproductive problems, as well as negative effects on the 

liver and kidneys.  

 

4. 2-butoxyethanol 

Can you even pronounce this? I know it's not in your food, but you're using 

it to clean your glasses and ovens. The vapors released from 2-

butoxyethanol are extremely irritating to the throat and lungs, especially 

when used in poorly ventilated areas. It can even contribute to severe 

liver and kidney damage. In the state of California, it is listed as a 

"hazardous substance". Do you want to be using this? 

 

DAY 2: TOXIN CHECK 
 

Action Steps: 

1. Check out the products you currently have in your kitchen. Put aside 

those nonstick pots and pans, grab some unbleached paper towels and 

napkins or order some cloth ones below. Browse through the ingredient 

labels on your kitchen cleaning products. If you find ones listed in the toxin 

list above, put them aside to see what can be done with them at the end 

of this challenge. 

2. Use this tool provided by EWG to find how your cleaning products rate on 

a toxic level. ewg.org/guides/cleaners 

3. Order some fun cloth napkins and towels through the following links. 

www.marleysmonsters.com 

www.indigoandsnow.com 
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DAY 3: ACTUALLY, GET 

CLEAN IN THE BATHROOM 
 

HOW CAN YOU REALLY GET CLEAN IN YOUR 

BATHROOM? 
As soon as you walk into your bathroom in the morning, you're loading yourself 

up with toxins. It starts with anti-bacterial soap (as already covered in Day 1), 

then toothpaste, shampoo and conditioner and soap that get lathered on your 

body, to the deodorant you apply so you don't start stinking by the first meeting 

of your day. You may want to clean yourself with only water by the time you're 

done reading what's to come.  

 

1. Toothpaste 

Starting with fluoride, its known to be the holy magic in our toothpastes, 

but let's check again. Fluoride is actually highly toxic and when it is 

accumulated in your body, it has been linked to lead to bone cancer, 

thyroid disorders and most recently even type 2 diabetes. I stopped using 

fluoride years ago and haven't had any issues. Question whether you 

should be allowing fluoride in your toothpaste. 

 

Aside from fluoride, there is a long list of toxic chemicals in your toothpaste 

that you want to look out for including artificial colors, carrageenan, DEA, 

formaldehyde-releasing preservatives, parabens, polyethylene glycol and 

propylene glycol, Sodium Lauryl Sulfate and Sodium Lauren Sulfate. What 

a list… Red #30, Red #33, Blue #1, Yellow #5 are mainly targeting children 

with all those bright colors so they'll actually want to brush their teeth. Too 

bad these colors are contaminated with carcinogens and heavy metals.  

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
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Carrageenan is linked to intestinal inflammation and cancer, even in small 

doses. Preservatives releasing small amounts of formaldehyde right into 

your mouth, allowing this carcinogen to be absorbed through the 

mucosal lining of the mouth. Parabens are endocrine disrupting chemicals 

that mimic estrogen and can lead to cancer. Beware of the other 

chemicals listed that are exposing you to more toxins. 

 

2. Soaps, Shampoo & Conditioner, Lotions and Sunscreen 

The ingredient lists are scary. There are more than 12 toxic ingredients 

added to our shampoos and conditioners being used daily. Being aware 

of them can help avoid them as much as possible. The 12 were talking 

about today are: Sodium Lauryl Sulfate/Sodium Laureth Sulfate (just like in 

your toothpaste), fragrance, cocamidopropyl betaine, triclosan, 

polysorbates, polyethylene glycol, potassium sorbate, phenoxyethanol, 

retinol palmitate, simethicone, behentrimonium chloride, quaternium-15. 

We won’t go into each of these toxins, just know they are not doing you 

any good. Many of them are cancer-causing ingredients, causing liver 

damage, skin rashes, triggering autoimmune diseases, depression, 

diarrhea and eye damage. They are also known to clog up your 

lymphatic system, cause endocrine disruption and induce major organ 

system toxicity. Some are even known to shut down the central nervous 

system. 

 

3. Deodorant 

We used to think of it as a way to stay smelling fresh and prevent us from 

sweating. We got it all wrong. Most commonly known deodorants contain 

aluminum compounds, parabens, sheaths, triclosan, propylene glycol, TEA 

and DEA, and artificial colors.  

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
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Aluminum exposure has been linked with the development of Alzheimer's 

disease and interferes with estrogen levels. Parabens are probably one of 

the most harmful additives, which act as estrogen in your body which 

disrupts hormonal balances. Steareths and Triclosan produce 

carcinogens. TEA and DEA affect your liver and kidneys. They've already 

been banned from products in Europe because they are known 

carcinogens. Many of the ingredients mentioned affect estrogen levels 

which makes for a higher risk for breast and prostate cancer.  

 

4. Makeup 

Yikes! If you're already thinking about throwing away all of your personal 

care products, keep the trash open as you go through your makeup. I 

know the fear that could be surfacing. My makeup gives me confidence 

to walk out of the house every morning. But you're going to get over that 

quickly. 

 

EWG has a list called the Toxic Twenty Chemicals and Contaminants in 

Cosmetics that may just become your new Makeup Bible.  

 

DAY 3: TOXIN CHECK 
 

Action Steps: 

1. Go through your bathroom cabinets and browse the ingredients in your 

toothpaste, soaps and lotions, shampoo and conditioner and any other 

products you're using. Do you think anything can be kept? I know this can 

be overwhelming, so keep the items with the least amounts of toxins and 

slowly replace them with better alternatives.  

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
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2. Check out the Think Dirty app or EWG Healthy Living app. These are great 

apps to check out the toxin ratings for all of your personal care products. 

4. If you're looking for some cleaner products and makeup, here are some 

good brands to check out. 

5.  www.riseabovewellness.vasayo.com – Clean Beauty  

www.Crunchi.com 

www.doterra.com 

www.poofy.com 

 

 

DAY 4: STOP EATING YOUR 

TOXINS 
 

ARE YOU REALLY EATING TOXINS? 
I'm sure this is no surprise. It's all over social media, the topic of many 

conversations in the food store or at the park when on play dates with your kids. 

It's NO joke. Our foods are now loaded with so many chemicals, that we need 

to step up and take some action to control what we are putting in our bodies.  

 

GMO's, pesticides, additives and contaminants have taken over our food 

supply. To keep this list short and basic, here are just a few of the toxins you 

should look out for when grocery shopping. 

You have more control than you think to keep these toxins out of your home 

and off of your dinner plate.  

 

1. Pesticides 

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
https://www.thinkdirtyapp.com/
https://www.ewg.org/apps/
http://www.riseabovewellness.vasayo.com/
http://www.crunchii.com/
http://www.doterra.com/
http://www.poofy.com/
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These are used to raise and treat produce and other products. They often 

leave behind residue and have been linked to everything from cancer to 

birth defects.  

 

2. GMOs 

Genetically modified organisms are found in about 70% of processed 

foods with corn, soy, cottonseed, canola and sugar need-based 

ingredients. GMOs may cause organ damage, gastrointestinal and 

immune disorders, accelerated aging, and infertility.  

 

3. Nitrates/Nitrites 

Nitrates are chemicals added to processed foods to give color and 

prolong shelf life. Both nitrates and nitrites can form nitrosamines in the 

body, which increase your risk of developing cancer. These are often 

added to cured sandwich meats, bacon, hot dogs, salami and sausages. 

 

These chemicals also contaminate drinking water because of nitrogen-

based fertilizers, as well as livestock and human waste. Gross, right? 

According to the National Cancer Institute, nitrates in tap water also 

increases the risk of cancer. 

 

4. Additives 

More than 10,000 additives are allowed in our food. Some are added and 

some get into food while processing, storing and packaging. Many have 

been linked to serious health problems, including endocrine disruption 

and even cancer. Just a fee to mention are artificial colors, diacetyl, 

natural flavoring, BHA and BHT, nitrates and nitrites, potassium bromate, 

parabens and many others. 

 

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
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5.Take a daily gentle detox -  

As you can see our bodies absorb heavy metals and environmental 

pollutants throughout the day. It necessary to remove the toxin through 

cleanses and a gentle detox. My favorite detox supplement is Vtox 

available at www.riseabovewellness. This supplement detoxifies heavy 

metals and toxins for 5 separate organs .  

 

DAY 4: TOXIN CHECK 
 

Action Steps: 

6. Be aware of what you're eating. Read the labels and avoid the toxins 

listed above. Go through your cabinets and read the labels. Put aside the 

items that contain any of the ingredients listed above. 

7. Check out this list Dirty Dozen by EWG that shares which foods should 

always be organic, since they are the highest contaminated foods.  

8. Make yourself a nice clean meal tonight that is not processed and 

contains some organic produce and ingredients. Have a beautiful night! 

 

 DAY 5: GO PLASTIC FREE 
 

WHAT IS PLASTIC DOING TO YOU? 
 

Not only is it contaminating our planet and harming the animals, but plastic is 

affecting each and every one of us. Plastic contains a few elements we don't 

want to get into our systems, so let's try to go Plastic Free! 

 

1. BPA, BPS, and BPF 

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
http://www.riseabovewellness/
https://www.ewg.org/foodnews/dirty-dozen.php
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Bisphenols are found in plastic food containers, bottles. They are 

endocrine disrupting chemicals that have been associated with thyroid 

and reproductive problems, obesity, heart disease and higher cancer 

risks.  

 

2. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 

PET is used to make plastic bottles and other food and beverage 

containers that have the recycling symbol No. 1. It is also an endocrine 

disrupting chemical and has been linked to thyroid and reproductive 

problems.  

 

Let's say NO to plastic! 

 

DAY 5: TOXIN CHECK 
 

Action Steps: 

1. Check your cabinets for any plastic containers that do not say BPA free. 

Get rid of them. 

2. Look around for a new set of BPA free containers, preferably glass. Your 

local stores like Target and Walmart have them. Or you can check 

Amazon.  

3. On your next shopping trip, only purchase items in glass or BPA free plastic 

bottles or containers.  

 

You may be thinking that it can be impossible to remove all of these toxic 

products quick enough. Don't feel bad if you can't. I recommend doing a few at 

a time. Set a schedule/budget to get it all done without stressing.  

 

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
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You can also use the tools below to start removing the toxins that are already in 

your body from these products that you've been using and may continue using 

until being able to replace them. Aside from this, we still have toxins entering our 

body without control from the environment. It's really important to detox your 

body of these toxins on a normal basis.  

 

TOOLS TO REMOVE TOXINS 
 

TONGUE SCRAPPING 
I have used a tongue scraper for 15 years. I scrape the mucus and film off my 

tongue every morning and every night before I brush my teeth. Tongue scraping 

removes the mucus in your mouth and bacteria that can lead to bad breath, 

poor digestion and infection.   

  

Use a tongue scraper or a spoon to reach to the back of your tongue and pull 

forward, scraping off the white film and repeating. My favorite scraper is Dr. 

Tung’s Tongue Cleaner. You can buy this on Amazon or at your local natural 

food store.  

To read more about tongue scraping, visit here: 

http://www.chopra.com/ccl/the-benefits-of-tongue-scraping 

SKIN BRUSHING 
Skin brushing helps improve circulation, stimulates the lymphatic system and 

reduces toxins in your body. 

How to skin brush: 

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
http://www.chopra.com/ccl/the-benefits-of-tongue-scraping
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1.    Skin brush with a dry brush (made for this purpose) before you shower 

or bathe. My favorite is made by Yerba Prima, available from 

Amazon or your local natural food store. 

2.    Always brush toward your heart with the flow of the lymphatic fluid. 

3.    Begin brushing in a circular motion at the soles of your feet, and then 

move up your legs. 

4.    Brush your chest and shoulders toward your heart in long strokes, then 

start at the fingertips and brush toward your body. Use small, circular 

strokes in your armpits. 

5.    Move in a circular motion counterclockwise on your stomach to 

respect the direction of digestion and encourage detoxification. 

Here you can find more information on the benefits of skin brushing:  

  

http://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2014/02/24/dry-skin-

brushing.aspx 

EPSOM SALT BATH 
The summer is a great time to give yourself a break and get into a detox bath. I 

do an Epsom salt bath twice a week when I’m detoxing. Epsom salt baths are 

made with magnesium sulfate, which helps the body eliminate toxins. 

Magnesium sulfate also helps: 

● Reduce inflammation and muscle cramps 

● Add magnesium to your body, one of the most important minerals for 

sleep, healthy bowels and brain function 

● Improve nutrient absorption 

● Ease stress and improve sleep and concentration 

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
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Here’s how to make an Epsom salt bath: 

Add 1 cup of Epsom salts, ½ cup baking soda, ½ cup sea salt, and ¼ cup raw 

apple cider vinegar (optional) to a warm bath. You can add a few drops of 

essential oils, such as lavender or another favorite essential oil. Relax and enjoy 

your delicious detox bath. 

EXERCISE 
The point of this challenge is not to stress you, but to help you become aware of 

the toxins that could be affecting your health. So, let's take a look at how 

different you feel since you've stopped using some of the products you were 

before and after replacing them with some products that do not have such a 

high toxic load.  

Use a journal or notebook to record your answers to see where you started and 

where you are now. 

 

✓ How does your body feel? (Emotionally, mentally) 

 

✓ Have you noticed a difference in your skin? 

 

✓ Do you have more of a spiritual connection? 

 

✓ Have you noticed less symptoms of chronic illness and pain? 

 

✓ Do you look forward to your daily self-care more than you did before? 

 

You can continue using this guide to completely remove all of the toxins from 

your life. Use it for as long as you need to. Always refer to it when purchasing 

http://www.lesliemigliorelli.com/
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new products, so you can be sure that you are using products that do not have 

these toxins.  

 

You know, you don't have to do it alone! You may have questions or need more 

guidance to figure out what items should be replaced first or need more 

recommendations.  Reach out to me for a one-on-one session at 

www.LeslieMigliorelli.com 
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